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(Article Titles Are Bolded; Page Numbers after Month Name; Article keywords in brackets and Italicized)

A
A New Way of Thinking: A Masonic Spirituality—March, 23
[Christianity; nature; alternative to the restrictive dualism of both faith and experience; “Freemasonry is a progressive science...”; Christian experience a pilgrimage; Epistle of James; Matthew 7:7-11; act of asking questions; Journeys and pilgrimages lead to opportunities; a progression in our faith and experience]

A Radical in the East by S. Brent Morris (Book Review)—July, 26

Announcement: Knights Templar Eye Foundation – Change in Direction—November, 21
[redirect the dollars allocated for treatment to research and education; the passage of national healthcare was the underlying factor; research benefits everyone’s eyesight no matter where they live; strabismus treatment]

Another Photographic Sampler of Templar Fobs on Display at the House of the Temple—November, 13

Are We Really Brothers?—August, 22
[Master Mason’s obligation; concept of Masonic brotherhood; disagreement; Trowel; disagreement should not lead to disharmony among the Craft; thoughtful and reasonable discussion; view of the Lodge from the outside is judged by our interaction with each other; live and act within the bounds of brotherly love]

B
Brooks, Gerald W.—August, 22
Buecker, Norman—October, 25

C
Carver, Richard D.—April, 21

Commandery Inspection Revisited, The—June, 27
[inspecting officer; beauty and lasting symbolism of Templary; use of a shortened form of the ritual work should be considered improper; new Sir Knight should receive all he is entitled to receive]

Cooper, John L., III—April, 32
Craughwell, Oliver—July, 12

Crosses of Templary, The—January, 24
[four basic cruciform figures; Latin Cross; the cross as a symbol; Passion Cross; Templar Cross; Cross Patée; Maltese cross; Patriarchal Cross; Titulus Cross; Cross of Lorraine; Cross of Salem; symbolic interpretations]

D
Dafoe, Stephen—February, 30; April, 29; September, 34

E
Easter and Passover (Holiday Message)—April, 14

F
Fowler, Edward H., Jr.—June, 21
Franck, Michael S.—October, 14

Freemasonry: The Reality by Tobias Churton (Book Review)—March, 33

Freemasonry-Its Place in the World—October, 25
[Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man; real need for “the old fashioned, out-of-date virtues”; In our Fraternity, the individual is all-important; Freemasonry believes in and teaches the Fatherhood of God; taught the duties we owe to others; The idea of “work” is woven into the very fabric of Freemasonry; offers an opportunity for social contacts and the development of friendships; offers the world a philosophy of life which can lead to individual and therefore community happiness]
George Washington Masonic Memorial Freemasons’ White House Stones Exhibit, The—September, 9
[forty-five historic White House stones; minute book from The Lodge of Journeymen Masons No. 8 of Edinburgh, Scotland; lodge’s mark book, showing each stonemason’s trade mark; mansion’s cornerstone; White House walls; Federal Lodge No. 15; Federal Lodge’s first account book; President Truman has White House foundation stones sent to Grand Lodges by Grand Lodge of the District of Columbia]

George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association Centennial Celebration—February, 8
[new portrait of George Washington; Memorial’s new logo; cornerstone laying of the United States Capitol; White House Stones Exhibit; Lodge No. 8 of Edinburgh; Federal Lodge No. 1; Memorial’s 1923 cornerstone]

George Washington Masonic National Memorial Association Centennial Celebration—July, 28
[Memorial’s new logo; Christopher Erney; new film, “Built on Freedom”; bronze statue of George Washington; White House Stones exhibit; Federal Lodge No. 1; souvenir booklet; Memorial Association mission statement]

Gorman, Stephen W.—July, 23
Greenberg, Stephen R.—June, 27

Harrison, Dr. David—January, 21; February, 21; March, 30; April, 25; May, 27; June, 29
Hovarth, Jonathan—October, 21

If the Question Is, “Will You be Off or From,” What if You are the One Who is Off?—April, 21
[significance of being off or from; level of enlightenment; “calling the Lodge off”; changing the state of the Lodge; Scottish Lodges; Hong Kong Lodges; a catechism for testing candidates and visitors; degree being put off; hold passions off]

In Hoc Signo Vinces!—October, 21
[another way of understanding our motto; battle of Milvian Bridge; Constantine; in this seal [is] victory; phrase represents the sacrifice of God’s own son on the cross; a final seal, a final covenant; God’s ultimate expression of his faith in us and love for us]

In the Centre of the Preceptory: A Series About the Symbolism Used in Australian Templary—May, 30
[sepulcher; triangle with twelve lights, a crucifix, a volume of Holy Gospels, the relics of mortality, a cup of wine, a lamb, a dove, and a cock.; a cube, a pen, a small stone, a dagger, and a Knight’s sword; Knights of the Order of the Temple also called Knights of the Holy Sepulcher; equilateral triangle or delta represents the Trinity-in-Unity, the Triune God; candles represent the twelve apostles; Siege Perilous]

In the Centre of the Preceptory: A Series About the Symbolism Used in Australian Templary—June, 12
[Crucifixion Cross; Metropolitan Preceptory; Book of Gospels; Book of Acts; Book of Revelation; relics are symbols of death and mortality; cup or goblet; lamb is a symbol of Jesus Christ; dove symbolical of the Almighty Comforter (Holy Spirit); dove a symbol of peace and reconciliation; cock a symbol of courage; cock was a symbol of the sun]

In the Centre of the Preceptory: Last in the Series About the Symbolism Used in Australian Templary—August, 25
[cubic stone; Scriptures are full of references to the mystical stone; the pen; small sword or dagger; knight’s sword; signs, symbols, and memorials are an important part of our heritage; meaning and purpose in this modern age]

Isn’t Chivalry Dead?—July, 34
[chivalry’s roots are tied to fundamental Western values; Song of Roland; milites; knighthood; “religious” chivalry; The Art of Courtly Love; symbols of chivalry]

Jackson, Thomas—July, 26

Keevil, Jeffery A.—September, 29; October, 11
Kerr, Donald—April, 14; November, 5; December, 12
Knights Templar Dagger, The—May, 22

[Boston Commandery No. 2 Armory; Robert G. Wilson; Ames Sword Company; use by Knights Templar; baldric which used to be worn sometimes had a very small dagger at the bottom; Wigan Ritual of Knights Templar; Michael MacDonald: Fraternal Regalia 1: Knights Templar; decorative properties; use by ancient knights]

Kuntz, Jeff—April, 24

L

Let Us Be Templars!—May, 12

[not the time for idleness in our asylums; hold aloft the Templar cross; our lives with a purpose; charity of a Templar; stewards of the time God has given us; George Cooper Connor; best days are not behind us; our days of glory have not passed]

Let Us Pray—November, 24

[acknowledge the providence of God; Francis Xavier; our souls are directed to God; follow the will of God; examine our consciences; In the midst of our sorrow and difficulties there is always mercy and grace]

Light-Hearted Treatment of an Ugly Topic, The—March, 13

[gargoyle; Cathedral of Notre Dame; gargoyles served two purposes; “sermon in stone”; five basic groups of gargoyles; DVD entitled Gargoyles — Guardian of the Gate (2005); Grotesque]

Lodge as Sanctuary, The—October, 23

[polarization of the nation seems to be growing as civility and respect unwind and disappear; This state of affairs is truly a challenge to the craft; the Lodge needs to be a haven of diversity, tolerance, and sanctuary; “sanctuary cities”; Dan Brown; a sanctuary where each man is encouraged to be all that he can be while remaining your brother]

M

Marshall, George L., Jr.—January, 24; February, 16; June, 32

Masonic Enlightenment, The. A Continuation of Desaguliers and the Birth of Modern Freemasonry—January, 21

[Dee’s Mathematicall Preface of Euclide; Anderson’s Constitutions; Robert Plot; origins of the Masonic ritual; Lodge of Edinburgh; 1723 and 1738 editions of the Constitutions; Waite, New Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry]

Masonic Enlightenment, The. A Continuation of Desaguliers and the Birth of Modern Freemasonry—February, 21

[1738 edition of the Constitutions; ‘Premier/Modern’ Grand Lodge; David Stevenson-Origins of Freemasonry; Thomas Martin’s Narrative of the True Masons Word and Signs; Kilwinning Manuscript; the term ‘Master’; resurrection and necromancy themes displayed in the third degree]

Masonic Enlightenment, The. A Continuation of Desaguliers and the Birth of Modern Freemasonry—March, 30

[Newton; measurements of Solomon’s Temple; Mason Word; necromantic evocations in graveyards; Roger Bacon; Graham MS; Cambridge Platonists; Dissertation Concerning the Figure of the Earth by Desaguliers]

Masonic Enlightenment, The. A Continuation of Desaguliers and the Birth of Modern Freemasonry—April, 25

[historians Knoop and Jones; historian Neville Cryer; Noah; themes of necromancy, astronomy, ancient architecture, and mathematics; ‘Antients’ Grand Lodge; 1738 edition of the Constitutions; Newtonian natural philosophy; Martin Folkes; Old Kings Arms Lodge; Warrington Dissenting Academy; Fellows of the Royal Society]

Masonic Enlightenment, The. A Continuation of Desaguliers and the Birth of Modern Freemasonry—May, 27

[very little documentary evidence remains of Desaguliers’ research, thinking, and negotiation; no reference of his actual initiation into Freemasonry; fellow of the Royal Society in 1714; Duke of Chandos; Curator of the Royal Society; development of the planetarium; Baron Silburge; modern variation of alchemy; quicksilver]

Masonic Enlightenment, The. The Conclusion of Desaguliers and the Birth of Modern Freemasonry—June, 29

[James Brydges created as Duke of Chandos; Chandos certainly founded a Masonic dynasty; Henry Brydges as 2nd Duke of Chandos; James Brydges as 3rd Duke of Chandos and Grand Master; Frederick, the Prince of Wales; “occasional” lodge; Desaguliers reputedly appears in a number of engravings by Hogarth; Desaguliers’ decline in health and death]

Masonic Networks and Connections by James W. Daniel (Book Review)—May, 32

Masonry-An Aid or Hindrance to Light? First in a Series—September, 29

[Pike’s Lecture On Masonic Symbolism; what light it is for which we as Masons are to search; Pike’s A Second Lecture On Symbolism; ‘Freemasonry And Religion’]
Masonry—An Aid or Hindrance to Light? Second in a Series—October, 11

[Dr. James P. Wesberry, 32*, K.C.C.H.; Bishop Carl J. Sanders, 32*, K.C.C.H.; scheduling conflicts between classes held at church and various Masonic meetings; the creation of many Masonic bodies had nothing to do with the noble purpose of further assisting members in their search for Light; a matter of priorities; Masonry exists to aid us in our search for light, to give us guidance and direction as to where we may find the light, not to be or substitute for the light and not to demand that we devote every waking hour to purely Masonic pursuits]

Morgan: The Scandal That Shook Freemasonry by Stephen Dafoe (Book Review)—April, 32

My Book, My Opinion! or, Thoughts Garnered on my Masonic Journey by Hugh Young (Book Review)—January, 32

N
Nash, James A.—November, 32
Newell, Aimee, Ph.D.—August, 10

Nobly Born – An Illustrated History of the Knights Templar by Stephan Dafoe (Book Review)—October, 34

O
On the Trail of a Mystery Portrait—August, 10

[Scottish Rite Masonic Museum & Library portraits collection; painting seen here shows an unknown man in full Knight Templar regalia; Abraham Edmonds; painted in New York, suggesting that the subject was a New York Mason. But in the portrait he wears both a New England style uniform and what appears to be a Scottish Rite jewel; design of his apron is unusual. It shows the cross and crown symbol; Robert H. Chamberlain]

P
Palmer, Glenda—December, 31
Palmer, John L.—January, 32; September, 12; October, 29; November, 10, 13; December, 27
Peake, William—March, 23; October, 23

Photographic Sampler of Templar Fobs on Display at the House of the Temple, A—September, 12

Pilgrimage to Greece and Rhodes, A—August, 28

[special blessing from the Reverend Dr. Vern Swett; Boston Commandery No. 2; Athens, Greece; Castle of Lindos; Castle of Monolithos; monastery of Fillerimos; knighting in Grand Master’s palace; final exhortation; large number of Greek Knights present]

Plemmons, Terry L.—May, 12; November, 24
Price, Brian R.—July, 34

R
Radloff, Don—March, 13

Revelation of Dan Brown, The—April, 24

[The Lost Symbol; correlates the relationship between the Ancient Mysteries, the Bible, and Freemasonry; no quarrel between true science and true religion; shift or a new awakening of consciousness, collectively; seems to be trying to tell us about our great fraternity and what it is really about]

Revival of a Patriotic Order, The: Knights Templars in England and New York—December, 21

[no historical connection between the Medieval Knights Templar or Knights Hospitallers, and the Masonic degrees and orders; Freemasonry in America established its own traditions and degree systems; Thomas Dunckerley; his biography; influence on English Masonry]

Rowe, Douglas M.—October, 34

Royal Order of Scotland, The. A Brief History—June, 21

[Robert the Bruce; Freemasons at the Battle of Bannockburn; H.R.D.M. and R.S.Y.C.S.; Royal Order Lodges in London in 1740; Right Worshipful Brother Marvin Fowler; Order of Heredom first established in Judea; revival, in the 1700’s, of the Royal Order of Scotland; Robert Strathern Lindsay; William Mitchell and Jonas Kluck; The Hague; Edinburgh Chapter; oldest of the so-called higher degrees; Jean Mathieu; Claude Thory; Doctor Charles Morison; parts of the ritual are in an irregular versified form; Chevalier Andrew Michael Ramsay; Deputy Grand Master and Governor; Albert Pike; requirements for membership; Provincial Grand Lodge of the United States of America]
Seghers, George—July, 28
Shade, Frederick A.—May, 30; June, 12; August, 25

_Siege of Ascalon, The_—February, 30
[1153; King Baldwin; William of Tyre; Fatimid garrison; siege towers; Bernard de Tremeley; Templars given right to keep booty captured from the Muslims; slain Templars; terms of surrender; Andrew de Montbard]

_Sir Knight Earl Warren: From Golden State Grand Master to Governor and Chief Justice_—February, 25
[Harry S. Truman; Warren birth, parents; education; World War I service; Masonic memberships; Nina Palmquist Meyers; twelve years as a prosecutor; Paul Finkelman; Grand Master(CA); California Attorney General; elected Governor three times; Tom Dewey; presidential ideas; Chief Justice; “the Warren Court” (1953-1969) decisions and rulings; retirement and death]

_Sir Knight Thomas Corwin: From “Wagon Boy” to Grand Master and Buckeye Statesman_—September, 24
[Jacksonian era; Kentucky birth; Warren County, Ohio; work as a wagon boy; lawyer; Masonic memberships; Sarah Ross; seat in the United States Congress; Whigs; “Toledo War”; governor of Ohio; U. S. Senator; General Zachary Taylor; Secretary of the Treasury; Ambassador to Mexico; death and burial]

Sommers, Dr. Susan Mitchell—December, 21

_Springs of Cresson, The_—April, 29
[Knights Templar; Hospitallers; three keys to the kingdom of Jerusalem; Sibylla; Guy of Lusignan; Raymond III of Tripoli; Saladin; Templar Marshal James de Mailly; massacre at Cresson; the unification of the two political factions]

_St. John’s Co-Cathedral Valetta, Malta_—July, 12
[Knights of Malta; church resembles a fortress; term “Co-Cathedral” origination; magnificent artistry, ornately carved walls, beautifully painted barrel ceilings, and priceless antiquities; marble tombstones; Chapels of the various Langues of the Order; Madonna Philermos; This is where Jean de la Valette, hero of the great siege of 1565, is interred as well as Philippe de L’Isle-Adam, hero of the siege of Rhodes; Caravaggio; Grand Master’s Palace]

Stafford, David—May, 32
Stone, George—August, 34

_Symbolism of the Hiramic Legend_—November, 32
[story is an allegory; struggle between good and evil; the three Grand Masters represent wisdom, honesty, and perseverance. Collectively they represent all that is good and pure in the world; three principal fellowcrafts represent the labor that each of us must perform, the contemplation that we must exercise, and the care for all mankind’s welfare; first ruffian represents ignorance; second ruffian represents prejudice; third ruffian represents greed; The last event represents the rebirth of the individual into a life where he is to work through the study, contemplation, and practice of these principles and virtues to continually improve]

Tabbert, Mark A.—September, 9; November, 30

_Templar Daggers_—October, 14
[Templar daggers from the late 1800s and early 1900s are rare; M.C. Lilley and Company; four inch dagger that hangs to the side]

_Templars and the Shroud, The. The Mystery Defined_—October, 29
[Shroud of Turin and the ancient Templars; scheduled for exhibition next in the year 2025; a piece of cloth which exhibits the faint impression of a nude man, front and back, from head to foot; possibly burial cloth of Jesus Christ; widely published that carbon 14 dating had indicated that the Shroud was a fake, forged in the 1300s; scientists involved are not in agreement on this finding; The cloth is 14’ 3” long and 3’ 7” wide. Running lengthwise down the left edge is a border about 3-1/2” wide; a little over 1/100th of an inch thick; The cloth has been damaged in several ways; stains on the cloth; contaminated with pollen, wax, threads, paint pigments, and just plain old dust; is a light brown, yellow, or sepia color typical of old linen]
Templars and the Shroud, The. The Mystery Unfolds—December, 27

[its physical characteristics; 14’ 3” long and 3’ 7” wide; left edge border; woven from linen; traces of cotton; sixteen burn holes caused by a fire in 1532; “poker” holes; blood stains; blood serum; water stains; place where some of the material has been removed]

Thanksgiving Time (Holiday Message)—November, 5

The Art of Manliness: Classic Skills and Manners for the Modern Man by Brett and Kate McKay (Book Review)—September, 34

The Beauty and Glory of the Day: A Masonic Devotional by Walter William Melnyk (Book Review)—December, 31

The Compasses and the Cross by Stephen Dafoe (Book Review)—August, 34

The Genesis of Freemasonry by David Harrison (Book Review)—February, 16

33 Keys to Unlocking the Lost Symbol: A Reader’s Companion to the Dan Brown Novel by Thomas R. Beyer Jr. (Book Review)—November, 30

Time to Celebrate (Holiday Message)—December, 12

Tribe, Ivan—February, 25; September, 24

Turning the Templar Key: The Secret Legacy of the Knights Templar and the Origins of Freemasonry by Robert Lomas (Book Review)—June, 32


[Great Priory; Thomas Dunkerly; In England ceremonies differ from the United States; Anterior Address; Knight of Malta ceremony; ranks of officers in the Preceptory and the Priory of Malta; Precepts of a Knight Templar; Christmas Day prayer]

Van Doren, Richard W.—May, 22; August, 28

Visit to the Shroud, A. Up Close and Personal—November, 10

[Turin, Italy; Saint John’s Cathedral; line to see the Shroud; security measures; people well behaved; many people in wheel chairs; It was in a massive dark oak frame behind six inches of bullet proof glass; it was crystal clear in every detail; We had five minutes to view it; Barrie Schwortz; www.shroud.com]

Young, Hugh—March, 33